
       

   

 

Thursday 26 November 2020 

 
 
 
Dear Resident, 

 
BUILDING SAFETY UPDATE: INSPECTION OF EXTERNAL WALL SYSTEM AND FIRE 
SAFETY ADVICE 
 
You will be aware of the ongoing inspections relating to the External Wall System (EWS) in 
Asterid Heights, and the wider N14 plot at East Village. We have not yet received the final report 
on the building, but have received feedback to share with you. 
 
The important points are as follows: 
 

• The inspections have identified that some expected fire barriers are missing or 
incomplete; 

 

• The insulation material used at Asterid Heights is non-combustible; 
 

• The external wall is rendered, this material is non-combustible; 
 

• The fire engineers do not believe that any interim safety measures are required, and 
have said there is no immediate risk to residents or their properties; 

 

• The engineers will not be able to complete a valid EWS1 form until remedial work is 
undertaken to address the concerns about the fire barriers. 

 
 
What action is being taken to address these issues? 
 
EVML will ensure an additional Fire Risk Assessment will be undertaken, taking this information 
into account. EVML’s technical team are working with the fire engineers to agree the best 
technical solution.  We will let you know more about this as the discussions progress. The 
options being discussed are: 
 

• Checking and installing cavity barriers around windows and doors (gaining access either 
internally or externally); 

  

• Undertaking additional fire engineering works to the fire alarm system and installing a 
sprinkler system. 

 
We know that this will not be welcome news, and that some of you will be concerned about the 
potential impact on the sale of your home and about the costs of the remedial work.  We are 
working closely with EVML’s technical advisors to clarify the information that we have and put in 
place a plan for our next steps.  
 
We will do all we can to protect leaseholders from occurring any costs by pursuing government 
funding where it is available and by seeking costs from those responsible for any building 
defects. At this point in time, our priority is the safety of all residents. 
 



       

   

 

We will contact you again when we have more information. 
 
Best wishes, 
 
Triathlon Homes 
 
 


